The go anywhere, anytime Mobile Personal
Emergency Response Service (mPERS)








Push button emergency alarm
GPS location finder
Automatic fall alert
Motion and speed alerts
Two-way audio
24/7 emergency monitoring centre
Safe zones

As the leader in mobile location technology, Buddi has developed the latest state of the art GPS
personal location alarm and fall detector.
Our newly designed and award winning ‘buddi’ enables independence for the individual, whilst
offering their family and carers peace of mind and reassurance with support from our 24/7 alert
monitoring service.
Who is it for?
 Anyone living alone
 Anyone at risk of a fall
 Someone whose family want to be a button press away
 Anyone who might need help at the press of a button
 Someone who might lose their way when out and about
 Anyone travelling alone

Buddi has been developing ground-breaking personal location technology for the health market since
2005, and is used by private individuals throughout the world.
Over 100 Local Authorities across the UK use buddi to great effect with real and significant savings
achieved, as it enables an individual to retain their independence in their own home which reduces
the need for additional care or delays the transition to residential care.
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Current features:
Push button emergency alarm
At the touch of a button and alert will be sent to the 24/7 emergency monitoring
centre. The UK based team will immediately be in contact through the buddi. If the
wearer cannot be reached, the monitoring team will endeavour to alert other
registered emergency contacts.
Automatic fall alert
The fall alert works fully automatically using a sensor call an accelerometer, so
even if the wearer is incapacitated as a result of a fall, the alert is still raised. If the
24/7 Alarm Receiving Centre cannot make contact with the wearer they then
endeavour to alert the other registered contacts. The clip will vibrate and flash
blue when alerting. An alert can be cancelled by pressing the buttons.
Location finder
Using the latest satellite (GPS) technology, buddi can accurately locate the wearer any time, any place, anywhere. So the wearer is not confined to their home or a
small radius surrounding it.
24/7 emergency monitoring
As well as utilising the very latest technology, at Buddi we also recognise the
crucial role people play in an emergency. We operate a fully staffed Alarm
Receiving Centre in the UK where trained operators are on hand 24/7, 365 days of
the year, to react to emergency alerts and inform registered contacts of
emergencies so that they can provide assistance.
Safe places
Buddi can be set to alert emergency contacts if the wearer has gone somewhere
they shouldn’t. This is done by setting up safe and unsafe zones in your personal
settings. This is quick and easy to set up and can be changed at any time.
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